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Early Google Era (ca 
1998)
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A Shared Vision:�
DPS and CU Boulder
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 Science Programs Selection 

Criteria�


•  Aligned with the 
National Science 
Education Standards
•  Grounded in 

contemporary research 
on learning and teaching
•  Support doing science as 

inquiry
•  Incorporate assessment, 

literacy, mathematics, 
technological design

•  Based on a carefully 
developed conceptual 
framework 

•  Revised as a result of 
thoughtful and 
comprehensive field 
testing

•  Include hands-on 
materials and kits

•  Science Resource Center 
for kit refurbishment



 In place prior to Inquiry 
Hub

DPS Secondary Science
•  District adoption of programs using AIM process
•  District-wide implementation of inquiry-based 

programs k-12 in Math and Science
•  Ongoing professional development provided for 

all redesigned courses and New Users
•  Implementation tools including a planning 

matrix, pacing guide, and Key Concepts 
documents including the "Big Ideas" and 
subconcepts that support each grade's curriculum





In place prior to Inquiry 
Hub

DPS Technology


Teacher
Longitudinal 
Student 
Tracking 
Systems

District



Approach: �
The Curriculum Customization Model
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Inquiry Hub Goals

Increase achievement for all students 
through effective STEM teaching
• Rigorous, learner-centered STEM 

curriculum, aligned to emerging standards
• Software services, using DLs, supporting 

customization for diverse learners
• Study impact on teaching and learning
• Hub Consortium: research-district-

publisher partnership for systemic change



Hub Consortium
•  School Districts: Denver Public Schools, St. 

Vrain Valley, Mapleton, Douglas County, Davis, 
Clark County
• Researchers: University of Colorado, University 

Corporation for Atmospheric Research, Utah 
State University, University of Utah
• Curriculum Developers: BSCS
• Digital Libraries: PBS LearningMedia, DLESE, 

comPADRE, National Science Digital Library
• Publishers/Ed Tech: It’s About Time, Key 

Curriculum Press, Kendall/Hunt, FACET 
Innovations



Participatory Design



Inquiry Hub (iHub):�
Research and 

Development Agenda
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• Adoption and use of iHub Services
• Support for teachers’ planning and 

instruction processes, including differentiated 
instruction
• Use of interactive resources in the classroom 
• Support for professional learning community
• Student learning outcomes
• District level factors that influence the above

Research Agenda



Research and 
Development Timeline
•  Field Trial – Earth Science
•  CCS – Physical Science
•  Replication Study – Earth Science
•  iHub – Algebra and Biology



Concept-Focused Planning Tool



Customized for Each District
l  District specific 

content
l  Sequencing
l  Vocabulary
l  Pacing 

guidance
l  Education 

standards
l  Essential 

learning 
indicators  
    



Publisher Materials
l  Student textbook
l  Embedded 

assessments
l  Teaching tips
l  Instructional 

support materials
l  Student conceptions    



Interactive Resources to Enhance                               
Instruction and Support 

Differentiation

l  From educational digital libraries - NSDL and DLESE
§  Images, Animations, Data, Visuals, etc.



Algebra Tasks
Teachers rating 

according to:
•  Cognitive Demand

•  Tasks Language

•  Options for Expressing 

Understanding

•  Technology

•  CCSS – Standards for 

Mathematical Practice

•  CCSS – Content 

Standards



Create Personalized Collections for 
Customized Instruction

“MyStuff”
Embedded assessments

Interactive resources
Own materials

Shared materials


“SharedStuff”
Materials contributed by 

other teachers


“Playlist”
Organize, sequence, 
annotate resources

Create lesson plans or 
other new resources



Supporting Communities of 
Practice



Outcomes: Field Trial in�
Denver Public Schools�

124 middle and high school Earth 
science teachers



•  Strong uptake and adoption (68%) 

•  Helps them to use their time more efficiently (80%)

•  Increased awareness of other teachers’ practice (61%)

•  Integrated DL resources with greater frequency, 
confidence, effectiveness

•  Teachers differentiated to support high needs 
learners, offer alternative representations of science 
concepts, and improve engagement

•  Student learning outcomes increased 200+%

Study Results



How well did the CCS support 
teachers’ to differentiate 

instruction?

Agree/
Strongly 

Agree

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Positive Impact 
on My Students' 

Differentiate 
Instruction with 

Differentiate 
Instruction with 

Easier to Use 
Formative 



I tried to use it [the CCS] with almost every lesson that I 
could… We have so many second-language learners that 
they needed the [visual] resources provided in the 
system.

I saw that some teachers had uploaded some really high-
level PowerPoint [slideshows].  It made me wonder if my 
expectations were too low for my students. 

It [the CCS] is a space for me to save my materials on that 
won’t be erased…It’s a centralized location where I can 
find that extra material that I know is going to be, nine 
times out of ten, useful for me. It actually has cut down on 
[my] random searching on the Internet. 




What Teacher’s Said



Outcomes: �
Replication Study with 6 

School Districts�
200 middle and high school �

Earth science teachers



Replication Study 
Results

•  Four categories of users
•  Power User
•  Feature Explorer
•  Specialist
•  Lukewarm


•  Student assessment learning gains (pre/post)
•  Power users (ES=.44)
•  Feature explorer (ES=.29)
•  Specialist (ES=.14)
•  Compared to Lukewarm users, students of 

Power Users and Feature Explorers had 
statistically significant higher gains





Status, Next Steps, 
Challenges & Reflections



Status & Next Steps
• Expand to new disciplines

• Development 
• Google Apps integration

• Student access

• NGSS and more CCSS-M alignment



Moving into new content and new subjects:�
Will Inquiry Hub make a difference in 

instruction and student learning? 

OER
Badges
Gaming
Avatars

Open Textbooks
MOOCs & Informal 

Learning
Problem-based Learning



NGSS Core Ideas 
HS-LS2 - Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics

HS-LS4 - Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity

TBD

HS-LS3 – Heredity: Inheritance and Variation of Traits

HS-LS1 – From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and 

  Processes
















Why do you think �
CCS/iHub is working?



Reflections – What We’ve 
Learned

Embedded in Curriculum and Easy-to-
Use:

Design matters and teacher expertise 
in the design process crucial for 
creating something that can be 
integrated into their workflow


Differentiation and Effective Teaching:

If link to instructional improvement is 
clear, many teachers are ready and 
willing to use new technology; need 
buy-in from all (district leaders and 
teachers)



More Lessons Learned
•  Rethinking technology development processes

•  Learn to be agile
•  Minimum viable product is ok
•  Iterative testing, smaller releases of the tool features
•  Self-crafted development vs. using third party resources

•  Technology is and will continue to be radically 
disruptive (+/- of state, local assessment 
requirements)

•  Curation of resources is still a challenge
•  Each district has its own culture

•  Challenges our notions of scalability
•  Element of luck should not be understated

•  Engagement of districts as coPIs on projects
•  Publishers full engagement
•  Mature technological infrastructure in DPS



DPS Now…When



DPS: Where are we now?



Destination



Opportunity/Constraint

10 yr + old curricula / not @ top of multi-year queue
State STEM push / State NGSS stall

Teacher Enthusiasm / Professional learning 
required

NGSX – iHub courses / Development time



We have some work to do



Questions

Miller, Jeffrey (2011) Customizing Curriculum With 
Digital Resources, The Science Teacher, Vol. 078, 
Issue 07, Pages: 5.

Patty Kincaid: 

patricia_kincaid@dpsk12.org�

Jeffrey Miller: Jeffrey_Miller@dpsk12.org

CCS Help: ccshelp@dls.ucar.edu

Saldivar, M. G.  (2011) Report 4: Teacher Integration 
of Digital Resources into Instructional Practice, Pages: 
26, Available at: https://wiki.ucar.edu/display/dlsccs/
Publications+and+Presentations 


